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Creativity is about inventing, about compo-
sing, about compulsion. It’s about mixing elements, 
about dreaming, about thinking the unthinkable. It’s 
about emotions and surprises.

In order to put these ideas into practice most 
effectively we need to tame the creative beast. By 
bringing it under control the ideas become more 
feasible and we can provide you with surprising and 
well thought out solutions.

The results are outlined over the following pages of 
this catalogue. Products created to suit your lifestyle, 
in respect to both ideas and technology.

Because to us, creativity is nothing without 
engineering.

Welcome to the lifestyle part of our General 
Catalogue 2013/2014. 

the eNGINeeRING of 
CReAtIVItY. 
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Needless to say that their streaming talents (for both 
Apple and Android), Internet Radio and the exclusi-
vely developed Denon double layer woofers further 
qualify them to leave you feeling happy and satisfied.

Touch them and take a listen because as always, 
real beauty is too hard to simply describe.

Does it look more beautiful than it sounds? 
Or does it sound more beautiful than it looks? 

It is agreed, by critics and owners alike, that the 
Cocoon is a true beauty by nature. Not only do these 
wireless music systems outrun most comparable 
audio solutions in terms of looks, but they also come 
with dedicated Denon speakers and processing 
elements, resulting in a grown-up sound experience 
that is, well, just beautiful.



Big and beautiful, the Cocoon Home is a captivating system that boasts incredible design on both the inside and the outside. 
The unique and iconic shape paves the way for it to become a timeless piece of entertainment technology.

This sleekly designed system has touch sensitive control buttons smoothly integrated into the body's curves, a retractable 
tray with OLED display and Denon double layer woofers to reliably produce original Denon sound quality from a large variety 
of sources. Not only that, but once connected to your home WIFI network, you will benefit from a remarkable set of network 
capabilities too.

High quality wireless music system for Apple, Android and Windows smart devices  //  Retractable dock-tray with display (iPod, iPhone and iPad compatible)  //  Wireless 

audio streaming from all mobile platforms  //  Advanced Network capability  //  Audio streaming from Network PC / NAS  //  AirPlay audio streaming  //  Built-in internet 

radio with 3 presets  //  Auxiliary input and USB input for system expansion  //  Premium Sound Performance  //  2-way speaker system with bass ports  //  Full Range 

Precision Speakers for accurate music reproduction  //  Genuine digital Denon Audio Processing with high-power amplifier circuit  //  2” cone tweeters for a clear, open and 

detailed sound  //  Iconic design in high quality execution  //  Metal foot with engraved Denon logo  //  Detachable grille (hand-washable)  //  Ergonomic remote control in 

the same Cocoon shape  //  Denon Cocoon App with advanced functionality for iOS and Android  //  Available in high gloss black and white

Wireless Music systeM

www.denon.eu/cocoon/

Wireless Music Systems  //  Cocoon Home8



The Denon Cocoon App is not only pretty, but incredibly 
smart also. Upon attaching it for the first time, it 
automatically recognises the colour of your Cocoon 
and adapts its surface accordingly. It also automatically 
matches the language setting to the language used on 
your mobile device. It’s just as much fun to play with as 
the Cocoon itself. 

Automatic skin color detection (always adjustable)  //  Automatic language 

selection at set-up  //  Easy set-up and operation of the system  //  Stream 

music directly to your Cocoon  //  Embedded internet radio feature  //  

Playlist & party queue mode  //  Browse your home network for available 

music
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The Cocoon Portable carries the full functionality and concept of its bigger sibling. Designed for indoor and outdoor use, we 
understood it needed some additional features to make it the perfect companion anytime, anywhere.

While you are indoors you can connect the Cocoon Portable to your WiFi and enjoy the whole set of network benefits.

But that's not all, once you leave the house you can still continue to listen to your music independently. Just connect your smart 
device to the Cocoon’s built-in, rechargeable li-ion battery and you can enjoy up to 5 hours of independent use. The cabinet 
is constructed out of one single and robust, water-resistant piece. The small remote control can be stowed away in a separate 
repository so that you will always have it to hand but won't ever lose it, while the convenient carrying handle makes the Cocoon 
Portable the perfect travel companion for all of your adventures.

Happy Outdoors everybody!

Red Dot Design Award Winner 2012  //  High quality wireless music system for Apple, Android and Windows smart devices  //  Build in rechargeable li-ion battery for up 

to 5 hours of portable use  //  Integrated carrying handle  //  Repository for remote control  //  Retractable dock-tray with display (iPod and iPhone compatible)  //  Wireless 

audio streaming from all platforms  //  Advanced Network capability  //  Audio streaming from Network PC / NAS  //  AirPlay audio streaming  //  Built-in internet radio with  

3 presets  //  Auxiliary input for system expansion  //  High fidelity sound quality  //  Full range speaker system with Denon Dual Layer cone technology  //  Genuine digital 

Denon Audio Processing with high-power amplifier circuit  //  Iconic design in high quality execution  //  Solid outdoor proofed metal grill  //  Water resistant  //  Denon Co-

coon Remote App with advanced functionality for iOS and Android  //  Available in high gloss black

Wireless Music systeM

Wireless Music Systems  //  Cocoon Portable10
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The CEOL's smaller sibling, the CEOL Piccolo also 
hosts these same incredible features but without the 
CD drive and analogue tuner.

Isn’t it about time you gave your music that 
freedom?

Ever since its launch, the CEOL has liberated 
music across the globe. A sleek and stylish 
design bears the series’ native talents for network 
functionality. Spotify connectivity, Internet radio, 
network audio streaming, AirPlay and Wi-Fi are all 
delivered in original Denon sound quality, just the 
way you like it.



The Ceol is a sleekly designed all-in-one unit, playing an incredibly versatile range of sources. The embedded AirPlay, built-in 
WiFi antenna, gapless playback on 192 kHz / 24-bit file support and the ability to wirelessly stream from iOS and Android devices 
bestow the network award on this little marvel. Together with its analogue tuner and the CD drive, it's not difficult to see why the 
CEOL is referred to as “The Freedom of Sound”.

Network CD-Receiver with WiFi and Ethernet connectivity  //  Listen to FM radio and play CD, CD-R /CD-RW (WMA or MP3)  //  iPod/iPhone dock on top supports charging 

in stand by mode  //  High-quality sound – full digital processing  //  65 W + 65 W, high power output (4 ohms)  //  DLNA 1.5 certified for reliable audio streaming and wide 

compatibility  //  AirPlay direct music streaming from iPad, iPhone, iPod touch and iTunes library  //  Windows 7 certified for “Play to” from WMP12 or higher  //  Supports 

Gapless playback and WMA / MP3 / WAV / AAC / FLAC HD 192/24  //  Internet radio by vTuner and support of Spotify* and last.fm* online services  //  Optical digital input 

for system expansion (TV or other digital gear)  //  3 line OELD (Organic Electroluminescence Display) display with high contrast and wide view  //  Available in high gloss 

black and white  //  * This feature is not available in all countries  //  SC-N8 SpeAkeR SYStem eSpeCIAllY DeSIGNeD foR Ceol  //  2-Way speaker system with 12 cm woofer 

and 2.5 cm soft dome tweeter  //  MDF wooden cabinet  //  High gloss finish  //  Speaker grill  //  Binding post speaker terminal

NetWork Music systeM

Network Music Systems  //  Ceol14
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Great, not big! With Internet radio, network audio streaming, Spotify music service support, gapless playback and WiFi on board, 
the Ceol Piccolo was created to work the network. Adding to your delight is the digital input, which enables you to upgrade other 
sources, such as your TV to the full Denon sound.

Network Amplifier with WiFi and Ethernet connectivity  //  iPod / 

iPhone dock on top supports charging in stand by mode  //  High-

quality sound - full digital processing  //  65 W + 65 W, high power 

output (4 ohms)  //  DLNA 1.5 certified for reliable audio streaming 

and wide compatibility  //  AirPlay direct music streaming from iPad, 

iPhone, iPod touch and iTunes library  //  Windows 7 certified for 

“Play to” from WMP12 or higher  //  Supports Gapless playback 

and WMA / MP3 / WAV / AAC / FLAC HD 192/24  //  Internet ra-

dio by vTuner and support of Spotify* and last.fm* online services  

//  Optical digital input for system expansion (TV or other digital 

gear)  //  3 line OELD (Organic Electroluminescence Display) dis-

play with high contrast and wide view  //  Available in high gloss 

black and white  //  * This feature is not available in all countries  // 

SC-N5 SpeAkeR SYStem eSpeCIAllY DeSIGNeD foR Ceol pICColo  //  

2-Way speaker system  //  Compact design – big sound  //  High gloss 

finish  //  Speaker grill

NetWork Music systeM

Network Music Systems  //  Ceol Piccolo 15
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Then we set out to create our newest line of lifestyle 
headphones, designed to suit each and every aspect 
of your life. And finally, to complete this process we 
did what we always do, we listened again and are 
thrilled to present the results to you. 

When we set out to create the finest in 
portable listening pleasures, the first thing we did 
was listen. We asked a countless number of people 
across the world about their headphone needs 
and looked at over 4,000 pairs of ears to design 
headphones that adapt perfectly to fit you.



Everything is easier with music. Even your exercise. So 
whether you still need that initial convincing to get started or you 
simply want to push your routine forward, the EXERCISE FREAK 
lifestyle headphones have been created especially for you.

The wireless, light-weight, stylish and compact design makes for 
the perfect wear, while sweat proof and anti-bacterial properties 
mean worry-free comfort at all times. 

These engineered amenities may even be enough to get you out 
on an extra night-time run and if you do, you know you’ll be safe 
thanks to the neckband reflector. With these headphones, your 
daily workout will surely be something to look forward to.

the
eXeRCISe 
fReAk.



The AH-W150’s integrated amplifier is tuned to energise your workout. 
Thanks to the Bluetooth® wireless connectivity and the integrated controls 
and microphone, these headphones give superior mobility and ease of use a 
new meaning. The articulating, sweat-proof earpiece makes any run feel more 
comfortable and the reflective neckband even increases safety during evening 
work-outs. Keeping fit could not be easier with the AH-W150s so let's get 
started.

Integrated amplifier tuned to energise your workout  //  Wireless connectivity, integrated controls and 

microphone for superior mobility, ease of use and convenience  //  Sweat proof earpiece with built in 

air cushion for extreme comfort and ventilation  //  Articulating earpiece and flexible back band for 

superior fit  //  Reflective neckband for safe evening workouts  //  Rechargeable battery for ma-

rathon long workouts (seven hours)  //  Accessories: Mesh carrying case with karabiner, anti-

microbial ear tips (XS, S, M, L) reduce build up of bacteria 

Wireless HeadpHones

Between 1st June and 30th November 2013 Denon will donate € 5 from the sale 
of every Pink AH-W150 Exercise Freak Headphone to The Pink Ribbon Foundation 
to help fight the battle against breast cancer.

Headphones  //  AH-W150 19
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The master craftsmanship that goes into each and every 
pair is sure to bring a smile to any audiophile's face. This 
range incorporates amazing style with a superior listening 
experience to delight all of your senses.

If you’re looking for the crown of musical 
entertainment, look no further.

Want a fully equipped sound studio right there on 
your ears? Denon's high-performance MUSIC MANIAC 
headphones make it happen. 

Created to please even the most demanding ears, 
naturally we gathered the most advanced technologies in 
our MUSIC MANIAC headphones.

the
muSIC
mANIAC.



The moment you unwrap the AH-D7100, you can feel it. These may well be the last set of headphones you will ever buy. 
Following the touch of the real mahogany wooden ear cups, you will discover the precision and class that is behind these master 
headphones.

Once you put the 360° articulating and pentagonally-shaped ear pads on, you’ll encounter the effects of Denon’s 50 mm Free 
Edge Nano Fibre drivers and just drift away …

Denon’s 50 mm “Free Edge Nano Fibre” drivers  //  Real mahogany wood ear cups  //  Acoustically transparent  //  Pentagonal-shaped ear pads with memory foam  //  Ball 

and socket ear cup design for the perfect fit  //  Integrated cable connections on the ear cups enable the use of detachable hi-fi quality cables  //  Hi-fi quality, three metre 

7-NOFC cable with 1/4“ gold-plated adapter  //  Accessories: On-the-go cable with integrated remote and microphone, carrying case with karabiner for easy attachment

over ear HeadpHoNes

Headphones  //  AH-D7100 21
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Denon’s pentagonally-shaped ear pads open up a vault of 
listening pleasure from the second you put the AH-D600’s 
50 mm Free Edge Nano Fibre drivers to work. In the unlikely 
case you are not satisfied using our premium hi-fi quality cable 
with 1/8" gold plated adapter, you can also use your own 
detachable cables thanks to the integrated cable connections 
on the ear cups.

Denon’s 50 mm “Free Edge Nano Fibre” drivers  //  Acoustically transparent  //  

Pentagonal-shaped ear pads with memory foam  //  Ball and socket ear cup design 

for the perfect fit  //  Integrated cable connections on the ear cups enable the use 

of detachable hi-fi quality cables  //  Hi-fi quality, three metre OFC cable with 1/8" 

gold-plated adapter and 1/4" adapter  //  Accessories: On-the-go cable with integ-

rated remote and microphone, carrying case with karabiner for easy attachment

over ear HeadpHoNes

Artistically engineered, the AH-D340 is tuned to a flat EQ for 
acoustic transparency, while the 40 mm Neodymium magnets 
create a truly magnificent sound that will unfold new dimensions 
of music to you.

40 mm Drivers with Neodymium Magnets for high-performance sound  //  Tuned to a 

Flat EQ for acoustic transparency  //  Non-Tangle Cable with In-Line Remote & Mic  //  

Denon’s 2-Axis Ear Cup Design provides 360-degree articulation for a custom fit  //  

Pentagonally-Shaped Memory Foam Ear Pads and Adjustable Headband provide supe-

rior comfort, great fit, and noise isolation  //  Accessories: Carrying case with karabiner 

for easy attachment

over ear HeadpHoNes

Headphones  //  AH-D600 + AH-D34022



Zinc die-cast housing on the outside, convincingly precise 
technology on the inside and a double coated, non-tangle 
cable for your convenience, the AH-C250's are a reliable 
companion and a fine display of the extraordinary sound of our 
MUSIC MANIAC category. Are you in? 

Zinc die-cast housing for extra durability  //  Easy to use remote control and mi-

crophone  //  Double Coated, non-tangle cable  //  Silicon ear tips (XS, S, M, L), 

Double Solid Silicon ear tips (S, M, L)  //  Accessories: Carrying case with karabiner 

for easy attachment, 1/4" gold -plated adapter jack

iN ear HeadpHoNes

Simply out of the ordinary, the AH-C400’s dual-balanced 
armature drivers are embedded in a zinc die-cast housing for 
extra durability. They come fully equipped with a high quality 
microphone and remote control to handle not only your favourite 
music, but also your mobile phone just perfectly.

Dual balanced armature drivers  //  Zinc die-cast housing for extra durability  //  Easy to 

use remote control and microphone  //  Teflon coated, non-tangle cable  //  Silicon ear 

tips (XS, S, M, L), Double Solid Silicon ear tips (S, M, L) and Comply™ TX-400M foam 

ear tips for superior comfort, great fit, and noise isolation  //  Accessories: Carrying case 

with karabiner for easy attachment, 1/4" gold-plated adapter jack. 

iN ear HeadpHoNes

Headphones  //  AH-C400 + AH-C250 23
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It's time to switch gears, get rid of all the stress and rediscover your freedom. 
Hit the town, throw on your Denon URBAN RAVER headphones and rock out while 
doing your own thing.

Feel the bass reverberate through your entire body and let the beat of the music 
charge the beat of your heart. The sleek and stylish design of the Urban Ravers is 
accentuated by an eye-catching blue light. With this in mind, these cutting-edge 
headphones will transport you to a unique place that is yours and yours alone.

Let the party begin with Denon's high-performance gear.

the
uRBAN
RAVeR.



Can you handle it? The AH-D401's dance to your beats with 50 mm drivers and an integrated headphone amplifier that provides 
explosive sound and booming bass. But that's not all, with the Denon control wheel you can control exactly what your iPhone, 
iPod or iPad is doing. The battery can be charged via Micro-USB and keeps your tunes pumping for up to an incredible twelve 
hours, whereas thanks to passive mode you can continue to listen until your heart's content.

50 mm driver and integrated amplifier for an intense but controlled bass experience  //  Denon control wheel and integrated microphone for full control of iPod, iPhone and 

iPad  //  Pentagonal-shaped ear pads with memory foam  //  Two-axis ear cup articulation for a perfect fit  //  Rechargeable battery (Micro-USB) provides 12 hours listening 

enjoyment  //  Passive mode allows listening even with an empty battery  //  Striking styling includes illuminated LED ring  //  Accessories: carrying pouch with karabiner for 

easy attachment, 1/4" inch gold-plated adapter

over ear HeadpHoNes

Headphones  //  AH-D401 25
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The magic word: Neodymium magnets. Equipped in the 40 mm 
drivers, they guarantee high-performance sound. Enjoy the 
professional tuning for massive bass experience and the Denon 
control wheel for maximum convenience.

40 mm drivers with Neodymium Magnets for high-performance sound  //  Denon control 

wheel and integrated microphone for Apple iPod, iPhone and iPad control and com-

munication  //  Professionally tuned for big bass  //  Pentagonal-shaped memory foam 

ear pads and adjustable headband for superior comfort, great fit, and noise isolation  

//  Denon's 2-Axis ear cup design provides 360-degree articulation for a custom fit  //  

Integrated microphone on ear cup for crystal-clear phone calls  //  Accessories: Carrying 

pouch with karabiner for easy attachment

over ear HeadpHoNes

Ever heard of a Double Air Compression Driver? How could 
you, it’s a brand new Denon patent after all. But once you 
have heard its effects, you’ll never forget it. An incredibly 
deep and full bass for in ear headphones is awaiting you. The 
AH-C301's also come with a mini control wheel and high-
quality microphone.

Denon Double Air Compression Driver™  //  Denon mini control wheel  //  Teflon 

coated, non-tangle cable  //  Silicon ear tips (XS, S, M, L), Double Solid Silicon ear 

tips (S, M, L) and Comply™ TX-400M foam ear tips for superior comfort, great fit 

and noise isolation  //  Ear stabilizers (S, M, L) for a secure fit  //  Accessories: Car-

rying case with karabiner for easy attachment, 1/4" gold-plated adapter jack

iN ear HeadpHoNes

Headphones  //  AH-C301 + AH-D32126



Denon high quality headphones with astounding sound detail 
and balance, packed in a hybrid metal housing. The AH-C101 
headphones are perfect for easy control of your smartphone 
or tablet.

Hybrid metal housing  //  Easy control of your smartphone or tablet  //  In-line remote 

and microphone incorporated  //  Improved sound detail and balance  //  Silicon ear 

tips (S, M, L) and comply™ TX-400M foam ear tips for superior comfort, great fit, 

and noise isolation   //  Accessories: carrying case, 1/4" gold-plated adapter jack

iN ear HeadpHoNes

Headphones  //  AH-C101 27
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So travelling is your business? And while on the road or up in the clouds you 
want to relax and escape the noise of the outside world? Hassle-free, wireless and 
high-quality, the headphones of the GLOBE CRUISER range are tailored just for you. 
Giving you the freedom to relax.

Stylish in design and effective in functionality, the GLOBE CRUISER headphones 
make travelling a lot easier, a lot more comfortable and a lot more entertaining.  

In a nutshell: splendid results in all areas of business. Welcome aboard!

the
GloBe  
CRuISeR.



Quite honestly, you could not wish for a better travel 
companion than the AH-NCW500. This noise-cancelling 
beauty is created with one goal only, making your journey as 
pleasant as possible. It transmits sound wirelessly, but in full 
CD quality and the integrated amplifier even enhances your 
listening pleasure. It comes with an integrated high quality 
microphone and the Denon control wheel, making it easy to 
handle your iPhone, iPod of iPad.

Admittedly, it cannot avoid planes being late, but it will sweeten 
the time you have to wait.

Enjoy magnificent sound thanks to the wireless transmission in CD quality. The AH-W200’s 
integrated microphone guarantees unbeatable call clarity, while the wireless calling function 
and the integrated controls bring you the convenience and ease-of-use you’ve always 
been looking for.

Denon’s noise cancelling circuitry blocks out ambient noise for undisturbed listening  

//  Wireless with CD sound quality (Bluetooth aptX)  //  Denon’s control wheel and 

integrated microphone for full control of iPhone, iPad and other Bluetooth devices  

//  Integrated amplifier  //  Rechargeable battery provides up to 10 hours listening 

enjoyment   //  Cable included for listening to music in passive mode  //  Penta-

gonal-shaped ear pads with memory foam for comfortable fit  //  Two-axis ear cup 

articulation for a perfect fit, flat folding design for convenient packing  //  Accesso-

ries: Leather travel case with karabiner, cable and airline adapter for in-flight use

Wireless with CD sound quality (Bluetooth aptX)  //  Integrated controls and microphone for superior 

mobility, ease-of-use and convenience  //  Comply™ TX-400M foam ear tips and Silicon ear tips 

(XS, S, M, L) provide advanced noise isolation and superior fit  //  Flexible neckband and 

articulating In-Ear design for superior fit  //  Rechargeable battery provides up to five 

hours listening enjoyment  //  Integrated amplifier  //  Cable included for listening to 

music in wired mode  //  Accessories: Leather travel case with karabiner, cable 

and airline adapter included for in flight use

oN ear HeadpHoNes

iN ear Wireless HeadpHoNes
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Cocoon PortableCocoon Home CEOL CEOL Piccolo

Specifications30

Technical information
Cocoon Home Cocoon Portable

Features

30 Pin Dock for iPod / iPhone / iPad • / • / • • / • / -

AirPlay wireless music streaming • •

Wireless music streaming from Android • •

Network Audio Streaming • •

Compatible streaming file types
(MP3 / WMA / WAV / FLAC / AAC) • / • / • / • / • • / • / • / • / •

Built-in Internet radio • •

Internet radio presets 3 3

Network (Ethernet port / Built-in WiFi) • / • • / •

Netlink Auto Network Setup • •

Analog audio input 3.5 mm stereo jack 3.5 mm stereo jack

USB input • -

Display • •

Clock • •

Sleep Timer via App via App

Rechargeable battery (5 hours) - •

Portable (integrated carrying handle) - •

Water resistant (outdoor use) - •

Repository for Remote Control - •

Specifications

Amplifiers 4 x 25 W, Class D 2 x 25 W, Class D

Drivers 2 x 40 mm tweeter, 2x 100 mm woofer 2 x 100 mm Full Range Driver

Loudness • •

Control

Control buttons Touch sensitive Touch sensitive

Remote APP: iDevice / Android • / • • / •

RS232 control over IP • •

Web browser • •

General

Remote Control • •

Power Consumption 50 W 20 W

Standby Consumption 0.5 W 0.5 W

Power supply 230 V, 50 Hz 230 V, 50 Hz

Dimensions (W x H x D) 451 x 236 x 170 352 x 180 x 136

Weight 5.4 kg 3.3 kg

Available colours white, black black

Technical information
CEOL CEOL Piccolo

Rated output power 65 W + 65 W (4 ohms, 1 kHz, T.H.D. 0.7%) 65 W + 65 W (4 ohms, 1 kHz, T.H.D. 0.7%)

FM section 87.50 MHz – 108.00 MHz -

Power supply 230 V, 50 Hz 230 V, 50 Hz 

Dimensions (W x H x D) 280 x 112 x 301 mm 180 x 90 x 234

Weight 4.0 kg 2.2 kg

Available colours black, white black, white

SC-N8 SC-N5

Type 2-way, 2-speakers, Reflex box 2-way, 2-speakers, Reflex box

Drivers 12 cm cone bass-mid range x 1 10 cm cone bass-mid range x 1

2.5 cm balanced dome high range x 1 2.5 cm balanced dome high range x 1

Impedance 6 ohms 6 ohms

Dimensions (W x H x D) 145 x 233 x 224 mm 130 x 185 x 224 mm

Weight 2.3 kg/unit 2.0 kg/unit
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Design and specifications are subject to change without notice.
• “BD-LIVE” logo is trademark of Blu-ray Disc Association.
• “AVCHD” and the "AVCHD" logo are trademark of Panasonic Corporation and Sony Corporation.
• “x.v.Color” and the “x.v.Color” logo are trademarks of Sony Corporation.
• “Dolby” and the double-D device are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.
• DTS and DTS Digital Surround are registered trademarks of DTS Technology.
• HDMI, the HDMI logo and High-Definition Multimedia Interface are trademarks or registered trademarks of HDMI Licensing LLC.
• DivX, DivX Certified, and associated logos are trademarks of DivX, Inc. and are used under license.
•  Java and all other trademarks and logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the United States and/or other countries.
•  Windows Media and the Windows logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries.
• “BONUSVIEW” is trademark of Blu-ray Disc Association.
• Audyssey MultEQ ®  is a registered trademark of Audyssey Laboratories.
• Audyssey Dynamic EQ™ is a trademark of Audyssey Laboratories.
• Audyssey Dynamic Volume™ is a trademark of Audyssey Laboratories.
•  “Made for iPod” means that an electronic accessory has been designed to connect specifically to iPod and has been certified by the developer  

to meet Apple performance standards.
•  Apple is not responsible for the operation of this device or its compliance with safety and regulatory standards.
• Airplay®, iPad®,  iPhone®, iPod® and iPod touch® are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
• Denon is a trademark or registered trademark of D&M Holdings, Inc.
• DLNA CERTIFIEDTM Audio/Video/Image Player.
•  DLNA®, the DLNA Logo and DLNA CERTIFIED™ are trademarks, service marks, or certification marks of the Digital Living Network Alliance.

D&M Europe B.V.
Beemdstraat 11,
5653 MA Eindhoven
The Netherlands
Tel. +31  40-25  07  844
Fax  +31  40-25  07  802
www.denon.eu

Denon UK
Division of D&M Audiovisual Ltd
First Floor, Imperial House
4-10 Donegall Square East
Belfast BT1 5HD
Northern Ireland
www.denon.co.uk
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Technical information
EXERCISE FREAK MUSIC MANIAC

AH-W150 AH-D7100 AH-D600 AH-D340 AH-C400 AH-C250

Colour blue, yellow, pink or black silver black black with pearlized 
white accents black with silver accents black with silver accents

Driver Diameter 11.5 mm 50 mm 50 mm 40 mm N/a N/a

Driver Type Dynamic type Dynamic, Free Edge Nano Fibre Dynamic, Free Edge Nano Fibre Dynamic Dual Balanced Armature Single Balanced Armature

Impedance 16 ohms 25 ohms 25 ohms 32 ohms 43 ohms @ 1 kHz 87 ohms @ 1kHz

Sensitivity 102 dB/mW 108 dB/mW 108 dB/mW 108 dB/mW 106 dB/mW 109 dB/mW

Maximum power input 250 mW 1800 mW 1800 mW 1300 mW 100 mW 100 mW
Frequency Response 5-25,000Hz 5-45,000Hz 5-45,000Hz 7-37,000Hz 4-20,000Hz 4-19,000Hz

Weight 23 g 365 g 365 g 250 g 9 g 9 g

Technical information
URBAN RAVER GLOBE CRUISER 

AH-D401 AH-D321 AH-C301 AH-C101 AH-NCW500 AH-W200

Colour black with blue accents black with blue black black with blue and 
silver accents

black or silver with 
brown accents silver / black

Driver Diameter 50 mm 40 mm 11.5 mm 11 mm 40 mm 11.5 mm

Driver Type Dynamic Dynamic Dynamic Dynamic Dynamic Dynamic

Impedance 14 ohms 32 ohms 16 ohms 16 ohms 32 ohms 16 ohms

Sensitivity 108 dB/mW (with power on) 108 dB/mW 105 dB/mW 106 dB/mW 110 dB/mW 102 dB/mW

Maximum power input 1300 mW 1300 mW 250 mW 250 mW 1000 mW 250 mW
Frequency Response 5-37,000Hz 6-37,000Hz 4-25,000Hz 5-24,000Hz 5-37,000Hz 5-25,000Hz

Weight 310 g 250 g 13 g 5.2 g 270 g 23 g


